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The best visual guide to camping, the wilderness, and outdoor survival skills, in a handy portable
format and packaged in an operating mess pan. Crystal clear step-by-step instructions and a lot
more than 500 specially commissioned illustrations provide each featured skill to life, and a
directory on wild foods and natural dangers serves as a quick reference. Compiled by a Royal
Navy Chief Survival Instructor with an increase of than 30 years' experience, this guide covers
everything from choosing the right gear to map-reading to locating and preparing meals to first
aid and how exactly to react in a worst-case-scenario emergency, and actually includes real-life
survival stories.The Survival Handbook combines proven, no-nonsense military survival skills
with indigenous bushcraft techniques. Packaged in an operating mess pan case—The Survival
Handbook is a lot more than only a book, and is a great gift for anyone who loves camping and
adventuring in the wilderness.an important survival tool—Fully updated and covering all you need
to know to prepare for a camping trip and how to proceed if something goes wrong, The Survival
Handbook is the ultimate guide to the great outdoors.
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Same as other version Don't get me wrong, this is a fantastic book on survival. Unfortunately,
nevertheless, I duped myself into buying this version with its gimmicky small rectangular frypan
considering it would involve some new stuff in it. In fact, it really is a 100% carbon copy of Colin
Towell's additional version of a similar title. If you curently have the other version there's no
stage in getting that one. great information, and fun reading DK publishing is always a trusted
source of gorgeous visual style, great information, and fun reading. For me it is one of the best
survival manuals on the market today; I reviewed the other version and the same will keep true
because of this one. Be prepared. Unless you have the additional one, then you should get a copy
of this version. Bravo. Excellent Surprisingly excellent. Good small informational book. In a rush,
if I can't find my eyeglasses then your book is ineffective. We did put in a few extra products from
ideas in the book Four Stars Great book Cute, informative, but ant size print Great book except
the print is usually too small to read without magnifier glasses which I need to buy a more
powerful pair for just this book. Will keep it in our emergency pack. A whole lot of info in small
book, but I'd have much preferred large book to pack around in my car, or house as reference. A
box of single chapters in independent pamphlet form in even larger print for all those of us over a
half century would be very useful - A mature adult version. Disappointing, even though packaging
is cute. Five Stars Fantastic book, superior to expected.
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